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1. Introduction 
Translation is a complete process which 

implies transferring the meaning and content 

of a text from one language to another 

(Nasiri, 2011). By completeness it means that 

it is art, science, and skill at the same time. 

The art of translation is the process of 

rendering a written text from the source 

language to the target language, which is 

done by one or more translators in a specific 

socio-cultural context (Munday & Hatim, 

2018: 23). Therefore, translation makes 

possible cultural interaction, exchange, and 

communication between different 

civilizations and language plays a significant 

role in this interaction and communication. 

Therefore, undoubtedly translation would be 

impossible without knowing the language 

and language would be incomprehensible 

without knowing the language (Manafi 

Anari, 2005: 76). 

Joseph Malone, a translation studies 

theoretician, says that language in translation 

holds a significant role, and believes that 

linguistic knowledge maintain its function in 

translation when various cultural, social, 

political, literary, and emotional aspects are 

reviewed (Malone, 1988: 16). According to 

Malone, the significant aspect of the 

relationship between language and culture is 

"cultural elements" in the structure of text 

translation; the elements that have a very 

close and complicated relationship with each 

other. Therefore, the translator may face with 

challenges in translating between two 

different cultures. In this case, the translator, 

as a mediator between the two cultures 

should act in such a way that on the one hand 

the text conveys the content and message of 

the source text, and on the other hand, the 

translation of the text and its cultural 

elements be not in confrontation with the 

cultural ideas of the target society (Hemmati 

et al., 2021: 684). 

Such a challenge can be tackled mereley 

through reordering and reordering linguistic 

terms in the target text. Malone's linguistic 

pattern is based on linguistic reorderings. In 

such a way that "If not hampered by the 

overriding possibility that the source-

language order might be playing some 

special role, the translator must be ready to 

Reorder in case the target language has 

frozen (or at least jelled) the elements of its 

corresponding binomial into a different 

order” (Malone, 1988: 66). Such a reorder 

makes the text much easier and more 

transparent for the target culture audience to 

understand the main concept of language 

construction. 

Reordering of certain linguistic systems 

would be the main question. Exploring each 

of the systems in the structure of the text will 

show specific linguistic features in 

translation process. The systems are 

matching patterns (including equation and 

substitution), zigzagging pattern (including 

divergence and convergence methods), 

recrescence system (including amplification 

and reduction processes), and the repacking 

(including diffusion and condensation 

principles).  

The important thing in this study is the 

analysis of each of these linguistic patterns 

and systems in the translation of the novel 

Sleeping in the Cherry Field (2019) written 

by Azher Jerjis using a descriptive-analytical 

method. This novel is about the events related 

to the fall of the Iraqi dictatorial regime after 

the American attack in Iraq. The author 

depicted the events in such a way that the 

socio-political and cultural aspects of society 

are reflected simultaneously. Renarrating and 

translating expressions, proverbs, and folk 

tales of the novel Sleeping in the Cherry Field 

the same way and the same role of the source 

text can be a big challenge for translators who 

intend to make the understandable for Persian 

readers. So, discussing and exploring such 

cultural manifestations in translation process 

would be of particular significance. 

Considering this, in the first step, the 

manifestation of distinctive linguistic and 

cultural aspects of the novel were explored 

according to the above mentioned linguistic 

patterns. In the next step, it was tried to 
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correspond the relevance and frequency of 

application of linguistic and cultural terms of 

the novel according to the narrative and 

stylistic contexts of the target text. 

Exploring various aspects of the situational 

and verbal conditions of the novel using 

Malone's linguistic systems, the study tried to 

answer the following questions: 

1. How could the comparative analysis of 

Malone's linguistic systems and patterns in 

the translated content of the novel translated 

into Persian by Hezbaizadeh, represent civil 

and religious protest of the author against 

sociocultural conditions? Could such a 

comparative study reflect the attitude of the 

main character of the story in the translation? 

2. Since explicit translation and transfer of 

merely-referential information of the 

translated text without attention to their exact 

meaning would be challenging: How one can 

transfer the desired meaning (from among all 

possible meanings) to the target language by 

exact investigation of Malone's linguistic 

systems and processes? 

2. Review of Literature 
A few studies have been conducted on 

exploring Malone's linguistic reordering 

pattern and social and cultural characteristics 

of the above-mentioned novel. 

1. Manafi Anari (2004) explores the 

relationship between translation and 

language and identifies the existence of each 

on dependent on the other. Part of this study 

refers to perspective the Malone about 

various aspects of linguistics. Quoting from 

Malone, the author asserts that all aspects of 

linguistics do not have identical applications 

in translation. 

2. The article “Analysis of the title 

transferring process, between languages, 

using the discursive semiotics approach 

(Case study: The Prophet's, Elahi Qomshei 

translation)”, written by Hamidreza Shairi et 

al. (2019), shows that the intercultural 

elements of source and target languages are 

highly affected by discourse conditions and 

operate according to the two convergent and 

divergent systems. The convergent system is 

after maintaining the cultural context of the 

source text and the divergent system tries to 

make intercultural heterogeneity. The two 

semantic systems have influenced Malone's 

linguistic reordering approach, and he has 

been emphasizing them in lexical reordering. 

3. Janiak (2020) in "Joseph L. Malone's 

trajectories, or on the right to use Ockham's 

razor" mentions translation typology. He 

talks about Malone's purpose of presenting 

translation typology, which is presenting a 

practical strategy for translators. In addition 

to the theoretical discussions, he resents 

Malone’ linguistic ideas and analyzes and 

evaluates some examples based on the 

linguistic ideas. 

4. Joseph Malone (1981), in 

"Transformational syntax and pattern 

theoretic semantics: A case study in modern 

Irish", tries to analyze the challenging issues 

of the grammatical system using the data of a 

specific language. Malone focuses more on 

translation combinations using a semantic 

approach. Moreover, Malone in The Science 

of Linguistics in the Art of Translation: Some 

Tools from Linguistics for the Analysis and 

Practice of Translation (1988), which is one 

of the main sources of this study, refers to the 

inseparable relationship between linguistics 

and translation. Malone emphasizes on the 

importance of the role of linguistic elements 

in translating. He asserts that translators, for 

translation reordering, should pay special 

attention to the linguistic principles. 

Moreover, only a few studies have been done 

on the novel Al-Num fi Haql al-Karz (2019), 

which have been published in Arabic 

journals. Among them are:  

1. Ka Yilan Mohammad (2020) in 

"Existential problems of Sleeping in the 

Cherry Field" published in Al-Jarida 

newspaper, refers to the influence of 

civilization and culture of the text. The 

researcher deals with the existential concepts 

of the novel as well as the effects of cultural 

concepts in the context of the text, and 

identifies Azher Jerjis’ writing style full of 

imagination and resenting various topics. 

2. Mowj Yousef (2020) in "Mythology and 

transcendence in the narrative of Sleeping in 
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the Cherry Field by Azhar Jarjis", 

emphasizes and defines the role of cultures 

and people’s lives in making the identity of 

societies. Such a definition is a true 

manifestation of the content of the novel. 

Considering the role of cultures and norms of 

people's lives, the study emphasizes the role 

of myths and civilizations in exploring and 

explicating the narration of the novel.  

3. Ghanwa Fada (2019) conducted "in 

Sleeping in the Cherry Field: In search of an 

alternative homeland" which is a summary of 

the base and narrative structure of this novel. 

The study as well emphasizes on the role of 

myths and cultural norms in explaining and 

the formation of the society of the target text.  

A more detailed examination of the 

researches shows that the authors in the 

mentioned case studies only deal with the 

descriptive study of the relationship between 

linguistic aspects and translation processes, 

and repeat Malone's linguistic components. 

Accordingly, one can say that the approach 

taken by most of the studies is descriptive. 

Moreover, since Malone's linguistic 

reordering pattern is a new subject in 

translation studies, not much research has 

been conducted on the subject. This study is 

different from the above mentioned studies as 

it explored the centrality of Malone's 

linguistic approach in the novel Sleeping in 

the Cherry Field (2019) in a descriptive-

analytical way. Therefore, it opened a new 

aspect in translating novels that deal with 

sociocultural and political issues. 

3. Theoretical Framework 
To Joseph Malone translation process is 

based on two elements of language and 

speech, which are evaluated at the contextual 

and situational levels. To him “it would be 

equally legitimate and important to 

study the interface of both on an equal 

basis or to subordinate translation to 

linguistics” (Malone, 1988: 1). Malone 

presents the principles as solutions and 

strategies used in the translation process. 

These methods, known as matching, 

zigzagging, recrescence, and repacking, are 

practical ways of making connection and 

coherence between the linguistic structures of 

the a narration, because "in translation, 

choosing structures and methods of making 

connection and coherence between them in 

the narration of a story is particularly 

important" (Sasani et al., 2022: 96). Each of 

the terms has two special processes that are 

explained more in detailed below: 

3.1. Matching: Equation and 

substitution 
Matching is the functional trajectory which 

manifests itself in translation process. The 

functional trajectory, according to the 

linguistic situations, provides clear 

conditions for certain kinds of patterns that 

cannot establish linguistic balances in 

translation processes. The trajectory shows 

“connection, agreement, and homogeneity of 

words between two specific texts; The words 

are just like linguistic symbols that, from 

sociological commonalities and linguistic 

factors, are able to consider and assess each 

other” (Ghaderi, 2003: 3). To Malone, the 

conditions and grounds obey the principle of 

equation and substitution.  

The equation principle is limiting and 

defining of lexical equivalent in expanded 

translations. The ideal equation, if exists, 

should have at least the symbolic transfer of 

signs from one language to another (Malone, 

1988: 21). Equation as a relationship between 

linguistic words in the target cultures will be 

made when linguistic statements and 

expressions in the two cultures are related 

from typology and etymology perspectives. 

In other words, the terms that have common 

features, characteristics, and cultural clues 

have the value and capability of equation. 

When equation is not possible in translation, 

translator can use replacement or 

substitution. According to Malone's theory, 

substitution principle is the clearest and most 

frequent way of lexical equivalence. 

Substitution in lexical equivalence happens 

in case of “(i) lack of an Equational target-

language counterpart; (ii) grammatical 
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constraints; (iii) discrepancies in idioms or 

other set expressions; (iv) cultural 

differences; (v) what might be called 

'intermodular' pressure, i.e. feedback from 

one linguistic or textual component onto 

another” (Malone, 1988: 20). In this regard, 

Malone mentions several examples of 

cultural substitution such as the use of lexical 

terms in the translation of Holy Scriptures or 

discourses from the source language to the 

target culture. According to Malone, in 

translating such texts, the translator should 

pay attention to the metalinguistic 

differences. Because substitution motivated 

by cultural and meta-cultural differences 

happens in the context of discourses and 

lexical idioms (ibid.: 20). 

3.2. Zigzagging: Divergence and 

convergence 
To Malone, zigzagging is a desirable 

functional trajectory in the process of 

rereading and re-creating of translation. 

Considering the principle of zigzagging, one 

can expect to reread certain features of the 

text based on the existing linguistic aspects of 

the text. The most important presupposition 

in the translational bond zigzagging principle 

are divergence and convergence, which are 

defined according to the type of reversibility 

and creation of the mutual translational 

connection between the two languages. 

Regarding the importance of the principle, 

one can point out that "differences among 

languages are strictly speaking virtually 

endless in variety and scope, and an attempt 

at presenting anything like a balanced 

sampling of possibilities (not to speak of an 

exhaustive cataloguing) would rapidly 

collapse under its own weight” (Malone, 

1988: 37). In examining translation 

connection based on zigzagging, the 

translator should have special linguistic 

skills, knowledge, and feeling. In this 

process, the representation and reordering of 

linguistic, situational, and stylistic aspects of 

the target text would be of particular 

importance. The zigzagging principle is 

divided into two aspects: divergence and 

convergence. 

The divergence system, according to which a 

linguistic element of the source text is 

substituted or even replaced by a desired 

linguistic element of the target text, is a 

translation connection that reflects specific 

linguistic and cultural patterns in the context 

of linguistic relationships and bonds. The 

divergence system is significant as it 

represents the signs and linguistic, 

situational, stylistic and emotional elements 

of the text. Linguistic elements play an 

important role for translators, because the 

translator, by examining the linguistic 

elements of the two languages in the 

framework of the language divergence 

system, can make a close lexical equivalents 

and translation connections (Salmi, 2008: 

67). 

Besides the linguistic elements, assessing 

situational schemas seems to be important, 

since the examination of the elements 

discovers a multi-semantic relationship that 

dominates words in the context of textual 

spaces (Malone, 1988: 32). One can point out 

sarcastic quotes and discourses that cannot be 

easily matched in the target language. 

Therefore, the discovering the mentioned 

linguistic signs by having in mind the 

situational elements would be so significant. 

Another element in assessing is the 

divergence system of stylistic and emotional 

elements and signs. The elements include a 

functional pattern that through linguistic 

rules and not through the situational 

requirements has had meanings. In this 

context, exploring and the method of 

translation of traditional poems, as well as the 

representation of meters and rhymes become 

important.  

In addition to the divergence pattern, there is 

also a convergence pattern. Approximation 

and convergence are the real representation 

of the divergence system. They make 

translators able to replace the language 

expression if there is no mutual 

approximation between the source and target 

language. In reordering complicated 

linguistic mechanisms using convergence 

translation strategy, the translator would face 
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the least resistance and challenge in 

normalizing and balancing the verbal 

expression with its unique linguistic 

counterpart (Malone, 1988: 36). Malone 

names this system semantic convergence. 

That is, conditions in which diverse words of 

source language only have one equivalent in 

the target language (Fawcett, 2018: 115). 

Translator can use convergence principle in 

translating and reflecting cultural texts, 

sayings and the common sentences which are 

specific to the language in which assimilation 

in the cultural and idiomatic dimensions is 

easily revealed (Samira, 2020: 27). 

3.3. Recrescence: Amplification and 

reduction 
Recrescence pattern is another element of 

Malone's functional process for recognizing 

translation processes. Recrescence includes 

amplification and reduction. It means 

combination, coexistence and verbal and 

verbal combination of a group of linguistic 

words and terms that have a certain semantic 

and terminological load and in combination 

with the specific terms of the secondary 

culture, it finds a semantic load identical to 

its primary meaning" (Ghazali, 2013 : 82). 

This discussion provides the ratio of 

superiority of specific aspects of translation 

to other functional aspects that have the least 

harmony and fit in the structure of the text. 

The amplification approach can be 

considered equivalent to the adaptation 

technique, meaning that instead of cultural 

adaptation, as a solution for filling the gap of 

the knowledge of target language audience, 

translator provides explanations (Fawcett, 

2018: 116). Such explanations that provide 

additional information in the translation can 

be made by choosing a language element 

equivalent to that of the source language. 

Regarding the importance and diversity of 

this amplification technique, Malone refers to 

two types of compensatory amplification and 

classificatory amplification. Regarding 

compensatory amplification, the translator 

can add phrases as additional explanations to 

the target text when there are not similar ones 

to the linguistic phrase in the source language 

(Malone, 1988: 41). The additions can be 

adding one or more adjectives, adverbs, etc. 

This type of amplification gains “is not 

evoked so much by linguistic considerations 

of the target language as by extralinguistic 

considerations of the target audience” (ibid.: 

42). 

Malone mentions classificatory amplification 

as well, which includes matching a specific 

linguistic element in the translation process 

and happens when there is no equivalent for 

the element in the target language. This 

adaptation can appear in the form of a 

description in the translated text and 

according to different syntactic and semantic 

conditions. 

The reduction pattern is another process of 

the adaptation principle, according to which 

"a linguistic expression in the source 

language is partially directed towards 

synchronization with the target language 

counterpart, and this alignment is only by 

reversing the direction of translation by 

removing or reducing the linguistic form in 

the form of sero-wording, considering "A 

minimum of related aspects takes place in the 

translation process" (Malone, 1988: 46). This 

pattern is a tool to fill the existing information 

gap between the provider of the source text 

and the audience of the target language, 

which is associated with a challenge in 

receiving and extracting the meaning of the 

text. 

3.4. Repacking: Diffusion and 

condensation 
Repacking is a term according to which “a 

source element or construction is in some 

sense rendered by a more loosely or 

expansively organized target counterpart” 

(Malone, 1988: 55). This aspect is manifested 

when the translator in representing of 

linguistic expressions cannot transfer the 

advantages and specific features of the 

language through methods such as 

"matching, zigzagging, etc." This principle is 

divided into two subcategories: Diffusion and 

condensation. 
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Diffusion pattern in ethno-linguistics is a fact 

that shows distinctively the lexical meaning 

of cultural saliencies. The diffusion principle 

plays a significant role in representing 

cultural realities and native idioms (Malone, 

1988: 55). Regarding the pattern in question, 

the translator makes the desired information 

longer because of stylistic and grammatical 

issues to minimize possible mistakes. The 

lengthening can be in the form of a 

conditional grammatical system from Arabic 

to Persian or other grammatical structures in 

translation. 

Condensation or compacting is the other side 

of repacking principle, “whereby a source 

element or construction corresponds to a 

tighter or more compact target counterpart, 

is, all else being equal, a less frequent 

translational phenomenon than its mirror-

image Diffusion, for reasons to be adduced a 

bit late” (Ibid.: 59). This principle in the first 

place can be a response to the artistic 

requirements that translator can use to avoid 

poetic ambiguities and complex sentences, 

and to simplify rhetorical constructions. 

Moreover, in the second place, condensation 

can be a tool for compensating semantic and 

syntactic losses and challenges. Using the 

principle, the translator can summarize the 

parts of the language text that are boring, 

undesirable or problematic in terms of socio-

political and cultural issues.  

4. A summary of the novel Sleeping 

in the Cherry Field 
Sleeping in the Cherry Field (2019) was 

written by Azher Jerjis, an Iraqi writer and 

storyteller. The title of the novel is after of an 

old myth that depicts the bitter end of the 

novel. The story runs from the moment when 

the writer accidentally learns about the doom 

of a person called Saeed Naser Mardan. The 

protagonist is grows with knowing the loss of 

his father. He runs for his father’s fate among 

the remains of dead bodies. The protagonist 

who took refuge in Oslo in the Iraqi civil war 

starts writing his own biography until when 

death overcomes his soul. The translator 

provides the audience with information about 

the fate of the writer who is only after a 

tombstone in order to accept his own 

authenticity and name. He wants to narrate 

the painful tragedy of Iraq and Iraqi people 

who are entangled in the war and tribal 

disputes. He wants to describe in such a way 

that as if Iraq is a sleeping giant that have 

been awakened by strangers but left alone to 

devour Iraqis of all races and religions. Saeed 

Naser Mardan or Saeed Yansen changed his 

original name after he took refuge. He was 

born in a family deprived of the love of 

father, since his father was a teacher 

opponent the Iraqi regime. The securities 

have arrested his father in their house three 

months after his marriage to his mother, so 

his mother had to take care of Saeed alone. 

The story becomes more exciting when 

Saeed grows up hoping to find at least a photo 

of his father, and he often faces with an 

ambiguous face of his father while wandering 

and sleep. Saeed looks for his father among 

the mass bodies. When he flees to Norway in 

the middle of the Iraqi civil war he still have 

vague image of his father. In his life in 

Norway he receives a letter from his friend 

Abir, who was his childhood girlfriend. Abir 

is busy with documentary making of victims 

of mass graves. She invites him to Iraq for the 

good news of finding the grave of his father. 

The grave is in Al-Kafal area, which is full of 

anonymous bones and skulls. Saeed eagerly 

goes to the neighborhood to meet his father's 

bones. He finds a skull and convinces himself 

that it is his father’s. He puts some pieces of 

bone in his bag and whispers to himself that I 

eventually found my father. The story goes 

on and the situation gets worse. On the way 

back, he is captured by the religious militia 

but he is saved at the end. He is hopeless 

except for meeting his childhood beloved, 

Abir, but all things don't end as he wishes. In 

the last step when he is about to meet Abir, 

she suddenly falls on the ground like a cold 

dead body. She is martyred by terrorists’ 

bombing! 

5. Representations of reordering in 

the translation of the novel 
Presenting the above description of Malone’s 

theory and the content of the novel, now it is 
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possible to match and assess the basics in the 

novel. The following titles will present the 

analysis.  

5.1. Matching: Equation and 

substitution 
Matching as mentioned above is a functional 

trajectory that analyzes the connection and 

correspondence of linguistic expressions 

between two cultures based on linguistic 

situations. This pattern includes two equation 

and substitution.  

5.1.1. Equation 
The equation pattern is a system for adapting 

linguistic terms and expressions. The 

translator can use it for conveying the 

symbolic signs and terms. Examining and 

matching the linguistic elements in the 

translation process would be in accordance 

with the equation pattern and based on taking 

into consideration the types and common 

cultural roots of the elements. Equation is 

homogeneity and sameness of common 

cultural terms. 

أعصرر ع عه ه م متیت  ح مامیررت  ح مشّ رشررح ح مه   »

سخ ّ  إمی جتارح امحمّصح اممسهتقح، سأضشُ     صح َ  

تبّتم َ و صررح َ جاج  ّ مش مکسررّ ا ش شرر   ّ  «  

(Jerjis, 2019:100.) 

Literal translation:    « روی آن  موترشیلدو

میفشرم و یک مشت هم نمک روی آن میپاشم. 

کنار بشقابِ تبوله، یک بشقابِ جاجیک میگذارم و 

«.آجیل شرقی  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:      « دو

چلانم و مشت اصل و نسب لیموترش روی آن می

داری هم نمک میپاشم. کنار    بشقابِ تبوله، یک 

بشقابِ جاجیک میگذارم و آجیل شرقی« 
(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 104) 
In this example, the author uses two special 

terms “ َتبوّلةَ و جاجیک” which was a kind of 

salad in Arabic culture. Such an expression 

has been transferred directly in the 

translation. The translator facing such a term 

has been able to find a cultural equivalent of 

the terms in the target culture as he has had a 

good knowledge of typology and etymology 

of these linguistic terms. These terms and 

signs have been transferred over time from 

one culture to the target Persian culture. 

Accordingly, the translator has been see the 

common features of "being a type of food" of 

the cultural expressions of the source and 

target culture as he has had background 

knowledge of this type of linguistic term. 

Therefore, the translator has used the 

equation pattern in translation and a suitable 

equivalent of these terms in Persian. 

س اجٍ   صطدمنا    ب صلح ا ساعّ ٍ مش  امجّ ی اممُتتا »بّعدّ 

سمنت ّ ح   مُنحن ّ ح امنهایا ش«  سی بأوتادش إ  ,Jerjis)بیآر

2019: 70) 

Literal translation:  « بعد از یک ساعت

رفتن بیوقفه به حصار پیآرسی با تیرهای بتنی که 

«.سرشان برگشته بود برخورد کردیم  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation: «    یک عد از  ب

سی با   صار پی آر ساعت رفتن بی وقفه خوردیم به ح

 تیرهتتای بتنی      کتته ستتترشتتتتان  برگشتتتتتته بود  «
(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 73) 
In this sentence, the author uses two culture 

specific terms " سییییی آرسییییییا     " and " أوتاد

 ,In the translation of the first term ."إسییییّة یةّ

the translator tries to make an equational 

translation. However, he only reflects the 

term itself in the translation. The translator 

could have used the term "net" in the 

translation but he prefers to use the term 

"BRC fence" to show the specific lexical 

conditions and verbal position. This is 

exactly what Malone refers to as equation in 

translation of cultural terms. Equation 

principle in translation of the present 

linguistic expressions is a limitating and 

defining scheme of a specific lexical 

equivalent. 

Such a use in translating the above-

mentioned linguistic expressions has led to 
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the homogeneity and sameness of the terms 

in the two cultures (Al-Manufi, 2007: 795). 

Moreover, we can see the use of "concrete 

cement". This term has the equational term 

"Cement" that the author attempts to equate 

culturally. That is, "concrete arrows" are 

used. These equations are the result of the 

existence of common cultural characteristics, 

attributes and closenesses between the 

linguistic expressions of the two cultures and 

the translator, being aware of them, has used.  

 
Moreover, as a part of the sentence, the 

phrase is used:  تعت َظنی أیّامُ امجُمّشح مبک اً کایَت

 کی أعمیرر  امصررمتّن مش  امف نح امق یبح إمی ب تنا

(Jerjis, 2019: 175) 

Literal translation:      « روزهای جمعه خیلی

تا از نانوایی نزدیک  کردیمزود از خواب بیدارم 

 خانهمان صمون بخرم«.

Hezbaizadeh’s translation: « روزهتتتای

تا از  زود از خواب بیتدارم می جمعته خیلی   کرد 

مان  صتتتمون بخرم« نه      خا یک  نانوایی نزد  (Jerjis, 

1400: 184). 
In this sentence, the linguistic expression 

ّّو "  has been used. In translating such "الصیی

a language sentence, the translator tries to 

make a common semantic relationship 

between two specific cultures. A Malone 

emphasizes, equation is created when the 

linguistic expressions have almost the same 

characteristics, features, and cultural 

similarities (Malone, 1988: 21). What makes 

equation in the linguistic expression 

و "  is the existence of cultural "الصییییییییییّییییّ

similarities between the source and 

destination languages. " ّّو  is a bread "الصیییی

that is widely used in Iraq and the western 

parts of Iran, and due to the existence of such 

cultural similarities, the translator tries to 

transfer the same meaning to the target 

language by making an equational bond. 

5.1.2. Substitution 

Substitution is borrowing specific linguistic 

terms. This principle that is the most frequent 

Malone's reordering pattern is in line with the 

adaptation of linguistic elements and cultural 

terms because of the lack of elements 

corresponding to the target language 

counterpart, differences in the type of 

discourses, and differences in the type of 

dialect. 

کان       » ها  جدوی، فقهب هدأَ مک  دون  ها أن ت رجتت

 ,Jarjis)یدقَّ و کأیحهُ طبلٌ فی یدش       ب ه ٍ مش  امهنتدش « 

2019: 44). 

Literal translation: « از او خواهش کردم آرام

ما   نان   دهی فا یببگیرد، ا که   دی کوبیمبود. قلبش چ

گویی طبلی در دستتت قبیلهای ستترخسوستتت افتاده 

«.باشد   

Hezbaizadeh’s translation: « از او خواهش

فتایتده بود. قلبش چنتان    کردم آرام بگیرد، امتا بی 

میکوبیتتد کتته گویی طبلی در دستتتتت قبیلتتهای 

شد « ست    افتاده با سرخسو  (Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 

46). 

In this sentence, we can see the use of the 

special cultural term "  قییییبیییییییییویییی    یییی   الیییی ییییةییییود". 

Apparently the term means "a tribe of 

Indians", but since its word-for-word 

translation and its direct transmission cannot 

communicate its main purpose, the translator 

can move and replace linguistic elements, 

considering his linguistic limitations (Janiak, 

2020: 121). Therefore, in this discourse, the 

translator starts replacing linguistic elements 

that are suitable for and compatible with the 

target language counterpart. Taking the 

cultural differences in the context of 

discourse into account, the translator uses the 

term that matches his target culture which is 

"Indian tribe". 

سمح ،  س حاقح و  امحتا »کایت کتائبُ مش  امبهطح ّ ح و ام

تغ ّ َ عهی دوائ ح امدوم ح منهبها و ه س ما تبقی منها، 

مارینز «  حت م أی و مسررمش   جنتد ام  ,Jerjis)ت

2019: 31). 
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Literal translation: « لشکریانی از اوباش و دزدها

و غارتگران در جلوی چشم تفنگداران سرتاپا مسلح 

نیروی دریایی آمریکا   به  ادارهها  یورش میبردند  تا  

ۀ )جمعیت باقی ماندۀ( آنها ماندتهغارتشتتتان کنند و 

«.را به تلی از خاک بدل کنند  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation: هایی از  گردان

شم تفنگداران   اوباش و دزدها و غارتگران جلوی چ

سرتاپا مسلح نیروی دریایی آمریکا به ادارهها یورش 

شان را به تلی از  ماندهبردند تا غارتشان کنند و ته می

 (Jerjis, 2021: 8) خاک بدل کنند

Here we can see the use of two language 

expressions " ّار ة  that are "الحواسییییییو و جةود ال

specific cultural terms. The linguistic term 

 is a nickname for thieves who "الیییحیییواسیییییییییو  "

became popular after the collapse of the 

Ba'ath regime in 2003 and the occupation of 

Baghdad by American forces. 

Due to the lack of a target language 

counterpart, the translator could not make 

cultural equation, so resorts to replacing and 

substituting the linguistic term. Taking the 

lack into consideration, the translator uses 

"looters" which is close to "thieves", and this 

way he substitutes a relative equivalence of 

the term. On the other hand, in translation of 

cultural term " جةود الّیییار ة", we can see the 

use of substitution technique. Having the aim 

of aim of finding a relative equivalence, the 

translator avoids the direct transfer of the 

linguistic term. This is because by directly 

transferring the phrase as "Marine Force", the 

target audience may not understand the real 

meaning of the term. Therefore, to this end, 

the translator uses substituting principle and 

uses "US Navy" in the translated text.  

»فأجبته واضعاً سبّابتی عهی فَمی: أشششششششش 

 .(Jerjis, 2019: 78)  «... بتم س بتم س

Literal translation: « را بر  امستتبابهانگشتتت

سس          ...   س س س س شتم و گفتم:  هی روی دهانم گذا

«.پلیس، پلیس  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:   انتتگشتتتتت

ستتتبتتابتتهام را روی دهتتانم گتتذاشتتتتم و گفتم:        

  هیسسسسسس ... پلیس، پلیس

(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 80) 
What makes substitution more noticeable 

here is the communication limitations of the 

term in the text. Taking into account the 

verbal context of the target language, the 

translator uses a interpreted according to the 

target culture and in line with the meaning of 

the original word. Such verbal limitations in 

translation processes require replacement and 

replacement in the context of transfer to the 

destination culture, followed by adaptation 

and linguistic adaptation. Because in the 

heart of discourse flows, observing the 

displacement principle shows that "lexical 

equivalence occurs through verbal 

transmission between cultures and 

languages" (Malone, 1988: 19). With such 

calculation, we find out that the lexical 

displacement of the cultural seer in the said 

phrase is a manifestation of conformity. 

5.2. Zigzagging: Divergence and 

convergence 
Since "differences among languages are 

strictly speaking virtually endless in variety 

and scope” (Malone, 1988: 37), many 

attempts have been made to provide balanced 

examples in translation. Such a balance can 

be zigzagging or translational mutual 

connection. In zigzagging system the 

translator deals more with the context of the 

sentence, exploring the linguistic, situational, 

stylistic, and emotional aspects of the 

discourse expressions, and the way of its 

manifestation in those linguistic expressions. 

Exploring this system is more focused on the 

structural representation of sentences than on 
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single sentences. Zigzagging is divided into 

divergence and convergence types. 

5.2.1. Divergence 
In divergence pattern, translational 

connections between certain dominant 

linguistic and cultural expressions that are 

meaningful in the context of certain 

relationships. The divergence system regains 

its true role because of representing the 

linguistic, situational, stylistic, and emotional 

elements in the discourse. For this reason, in 

assessing this system, it is very important to 

explore quotations, ironic discourses, the way 

of translating stylistic-emotional signs that 

can convey the deep meaning of discourses, 

and the way of translating poetic meters and 

rhymes. 

ش یّاً،     یدسُّ أیفعهُ فی ما لایُعنش ه، و  صاً مُ شَخ »کانَ 

«لا أمدّ یط قه  (Jerjis, 2019: 37) . 

Literal translation:  آدم فضتتتولی بود کتته«

انگشتتتتش را در هر آنبتته برایش بیمعنتتا بود و 

ست  او  سی  نمیتوان شخص نبود، وارد  میکرد و ک م

«.را تحمل کند  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  آدم فضتتتول

جُلی بود که انگشت در هر سوراخی میکرد و کسی 

 :Hezbaizadeh, 1400) چشتتم دیدنش را نداشتتت

40). 
The important note in the divergence 

principle is the reflection of complicated 

ironic sentences of the text. It would be 

irrational to transfer the linguistic signs 

without taking into consideration the 

situational connections of the language, 

because most likely, in such a transfer, 

audience of the target language wont 

understand the deep and true meaning of the 

concept. In other words, since the 

examination of linguistic elements shows that 

meaning is changes in the process of 

translation, the examination of potential 

divergence in the target language is necessary 

(Shairi et al., 2020: 185). The divergence of 

the ironic phrase “ییی أن أ یی یییلا عیی   یییا   یی ییةییییییلا ” 

meaning “putting his finger in every hole” 

happens in the process of translation by 

changing the source structure of the text 

through a semantic translation suitable to the 

target culture. The translator achieves the real 

representation of the phrase in the target 

culture by using the divergence principle.  

»هن ی  ف نستاد صدیقاً می، رّغمّ فارقح امعم ح ب ننا.   

شَفَق  «   کانَ طتیلاً، بامغَ امنحتلح، یدّعت منظ َهُ إمی ام

(Jerjis,2019: 111) 
Literal translation: « ستاد یو کیهنر رغم به ن

بلند با  یبا من دوستتت شتتد. قد مانیستتن ۀفاصتتل

داشت زیانگرقت ایافهیلاغر و ق یاندام ». 

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  هنریک وینستتتاد

بهرغم فاصتتلۀ ستتنیمان با من دوستتت شتتد. قدی دیلاق با  

یز داشتتتتت      گ ن قیتتافتته ای رقتتتا نی     و  لیتتا ق نی  قواره ای    

(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 116) 

There is more interesting conditions in this 

case as somehow emotional elements are 

reflected in the translation process. In "  َکییا

 taking into consideration the ,"طو لاً  الغَ الةحول  

emotional element, the translator would have 

the real conditions of the personality that 

governs the discourse and linguistic 

purposes. As we can see in this translation, in 

addition to the literal translation of “tall and 

weak”, the translator presents the emotional 

element of the text according to the 

characteristics of the discourse agents of 

target culture by using a colloquial 

expression " قویا  ق ی د لاق، قوارۀ     ", meaning 

“too high and very thin body”, because the 

application of literal translation cannot 

convey the conditions and emotional features 

of the text. Such a review reveals the 

reflection of the use of the potential 

divergence process in translation. 

5.2.2. Convergence 
Convergence happens when a verbal 

expression in the source language has only 

one equivalent or a linguistic counterpart in 

the target language. Such cases exist mostly 

in specific verbal expressions. 
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إنَّ وعدّاللهح مقٌّ ... تَنعی أمای ع بغدادّ فق دّها ام املح »

شهّدُ        ستع سعدون، امذحی أع شه د اممهندس جمال  ام

بتاریخ  2005/6/21 إث ح مادثش إغت الح غادرٍ ...    إیحا  

 . (Jerjis, 2019: 181) مشهحه و إیحا إم هش راجعتن«

Literal translation: «  وعدۀ خداوند حق است

... شهرداری بغداد درگذشت مرحوم شهید مهندس    

که در تاریخ    دی گویمجمال ستتتعدون را تستتتلیت     

در حادثۀ ناجوانمردانۀ تروریستتتتی به        21/6/2005

شتتهادر رستتید ... همانا ما از خداییم و بهستتوی او 

 بازمیگردیم )انا لله و انا الیه راجعون(«.

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  وعدۀ خداوند

حق استتت ... شتتهرداری بغداد درگذشتتت مرحوم  

گوید که شهید مهندس جمال سعدون را تسلیت می   

در حتتادثتتۀ نتتاجوانمردانتتۀ  21/6/2005در تتتاریخ 

تروریستتتتی به شتتتهادر رستتتید ... انا لله و انا الیه 

 (Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 188) راجعون

The analysis of this context shows that the 

translator does not simply seek lexical 

specification in translating " ا الییییلا ا   و إ یییّ إ یییّ

 In this representation, since the ."راجیییی ییییو 

translator is after normalizing and balancing 

the verbal expression, transfers the same term 

to the target language. This transfer has been 

done because of the semantic convergence 

between the phrases in the two cultures. This 

semantic convergence itself is because of the 

existence of a common feature and the 

frequent usage of the linguistic term in the 

target culture. The transfer process that has 

led to convergence in terms of meaning is 

done without any reduction or addition to the 

target culture, when compared to the 

situational, linguistic, and emotional 

conditions of the source culture (Malone, 

1988: 36). Therefore, this convergence and 

closeness of meaning reveal the convergence 

of the current linguistic term between the 

source and target languages. So, the 

translator does not have much challenge in 

normalizing and equationing the term. 

یظ َ امفَتی بحدّهشررَ ٍ إمی مفن ح امعظامح اممصررفتف ح  » 

شتّةٍ بامتح ابح، فَأغهقَها و ردّد:  لا  تَحتّ جمجم ٍ مح

باللهح امعهیِّ امعظ مح   «  محا   ,Jerjis)مّتلَ و لا  عتّةَ إ

2019: 204). 

Literal translation: «  بتته  زدهرری ح جوان

مشتی استخوان که زیر جمجمۀ پُر خاک چیده شده    

بودند، نگاه کرد و آن را بستتت و گفت: هیچ نیرو و 

توانى جز از سوى خداوند  بلندمرتبه و بزرگ نیست 

 )لا حول و لا قوۀ الا بالله العلی العظیم(«.

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  جتتتتوان

زده به مشتتتی استتتخوان که زیر جمجمۀ پُر   حیرر

اک چیده شتتده بودند، نگاه کرد و آن را بستتت و خ

علی العظیم             گفتتت:  لا حول و لا قوۀ الا بتتالله ال

(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 214). 
In this translation, we can see the usage of 

language convergence system, as the 

translator gives an exact corresponding 

equivalent for the term intended by the 

author. In this equivalence the signifier and 

the signified are in one-to-one 

correspondence. That is, the form of 

expression refers directly to the form of 

content (Shairi et al., 2019: 184). This 

principle means that when a translator faces 

common verbal terms, he looks for the 

common features and semantic similarities 

between the terms in the source and target 

culture and assimilates them.  

Moreover, in a part of the speech, we can see 

the use of a phrase that says:  

قَت أمیّ بکهتا یدیها أذَیحی و رامت ت ددّ:      ب داً  أغهَ

 و سررلاماً ... ب داً و سررلاماً ... ب داً و سررلاماً ...  

(Jerjis, 2019: 28). 
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Literal translation:  سرد و آرام باش... سرد و

آرام باش... سرد و آرام باش... )برداً و سلاماً ... برداً   

 و سلاماً ... برداً و سلاماً ...(«.

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  مادرم دودستی

لب تکرار می    کرد:  ته بود و زیر  هایم را گرف گوش

 برداً و ستتلاماً ... برداً و ستتلاماً ... برداً  و ستتلاماً ...
(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 27).  
In this sentence we also see the use of the 

convergence pattern in translation. The 

translator transfers the exact phrase “ ییاداً و 

 to the ”سیییییلا اً ...  اداً و سیییییلا اً ...  اداً و سیییییلا اً ...

target language due to its frequent usage and 

semantic similarity. In fact, in the 

representation of the signifier and the 

signified of this phrase the translator pays 

attention to the one-to-one correspondence 

according to the common features and 

semantic affinity. Since the expression has 

the same linguistic meaning and features in 

the target language, the translator uses 

convergence pattern. 

5.3. Recrescence: Amplification and 

reduction 
Recrescence is one of Malone's linguistic 

principles, according to which the translator 

makes lexical correspondences between two 

languages based on linguistic and cultural 

similarities. Here, the superiority of some 

specific aspects of translation to other aspects 

that have the least coordination and relevance 

in the structure of the text is evaluated. 

Recrescence is divided into amplification and 

reduction. 

5.3.1. Amplification 
Malone considers amplification system the 

art of adaptation. Amplification is actually 

clarifying the abstract and ambiguous 

concepts and usually leads to a longer 

translation compared to the source text 

(Moradi Moghadam, 2012: 221). The 

lengthening of translation can simply be 

adding one or more words as adjective, 

adverb or an additional compound in the 

target text. Besides literal translation of 

intended term, some parts can be added to the 

target text.  

 

کانَ فی  هبهش خبثٌ ا تصادیٌّ و مسب ٌ مادیّ ٌ، ینتی »

بها تجم شً عددٍ ییم ع مه  میاعف َ ام ب ح ، مذا   حریا 

 .(Jerjis, 2019: 79) «ام م لَ فتراً

Literal translation: «   در دلش پستی اقتصادی

ی مادی داشتتت، قصتتد داشتتت هاوکتابحستتابو 

ضافه     سود ا شتری مهاجر  آنجا جمع کند تا  تعداد بی

یل عزم جزم کردیم فوری بیرون      به همین دل ند؛  ک

«.بزنیم  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:   در دلش پستی

ساب    صادی و ح صد    وکتاباقت شت، ق های مادی دا

شتری    مهاجر آنجا جمع کند تا دولا  شت تعداد بی دا

ستتته لا ستتتود کند؛ به همین دلیل عزم جزم کردیم 

یم          ن بز یرون  ب فوری   (Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 

81). 
Here, as we can see, the translator attempts 

linguistic reordering in the translation of the 

phrase "  ضیییییال ة الا ُ". That is, going above 

the literal translation as "more profit", the 

translator uses the linguistic combination " دو

 meaning “twice and three times ,"  سیییییییییلا  

more”. Such a reordering shows the use of the 

amplification system in the translation. That 

is, translator takes into account the original 

meaning and the paralinguistic 

considerations of the target audience, the 

level of knowledge, the way and extent of 

receiving the common combinations, and the 

level of acceptance of the phrase, amplifies 

and lengthened the linguistic phrase in the 

target language. Such an addition and 

amplification simaltanouslt conveys the same 

meaning and semantic system of the original 

phrase to the audience and makes greater 

psychological and emotional effects than the 

original one by a literal translation. This 

shows the superiority of a certain aspect of 
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amplification system in the translation of the 

term "doubling the profit" I comparison to a 

word-for-word translation without any 

addition. 

»امشمسُ تعذیب الإسفهت و امط یقع امدُوّمی متمشٌ 

«رو شبهٌ مهجت  (Jarjis, 2019: 139) . 

Literal translation:   سفالت را »تابش آفتاب آ

«.ی ترسناک و متروک بودالمللنیبو راه  کردیمآب   

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:     فتتتاب تَفِّ آ

المللی ترستتناک و کرد و راه بینآستتفالت را آب می

 .(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 145) متروک بود

Examining the translation of this sentence 

shows that the translator uses the 

amplification pattern in the translational 

reordering. Instead of transferring the word 

 directly to the target language, by "الشییییییّ "

adding the single word “  تف”, meaning “hot" 

as an adjective, the translator tries to convey 

the intensity of the heat as it is hidden in the 

heart of the word to the audience. Such an 

addition in line with the amplification system 

in the translation. In this example, the use of 

amplification makes an emotional impact on 

the audience and shows the superiority of a 

translation that uses amplification over a 

merely word-for-word translation. 

» طحبّ عندّ ذاک ماجبّ هش امکث ف  ح، و صرر :َ: أ مم 

أ عل خمسّ ب یررا ٍ ف ف دّ  اممسررک ن ع بصررت ٍ 

«مُ تجفٍ: مکنحی دی ٌ یا سرر ّدی ام ئ س      (Jerjis, 

2019: 39) . 

Literal translation:  ابروهای ضتتتخیمش را«

باره   تا پنججمع کرد و داد زد: مگه نگفتم   تخم؟ بی

«.با صدایی لرزان جواب داد: ولی من خروسم آقا   

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:   ابتتروهتتای

کت وکلفتش رو جمع کرد و داد زد: مگته نگفتم  

تا تخم؟ بیباره با صدایی لرزون جواب داد: ولی پنج

 .(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 41) من خروسم آقا

In the translation of "   حییاجَبیییلا  الینی ی" we can 

see the use of the amplification system, 

which is rendered to the descriptive 

combination " وکو تا اوهای کت ". What seems 

important in the the translation is that the 

translator does not pay attention merely to the 

verbal and visual dimension of the term 

"thick eyebrows", and in accordance with the 

situational and linguistic conditions of his 

target language, he amplifies the translation 

of the combination by using two adjectives 

 instead of one adjective. The ”کو ت“ and ”کت“

amplification, in addition to showing the 

emotional impact on the audience, reveals its 

superiority over a translation based on the 

formal structure. 

5.3.2. Reduction 
The reduction system in Malone's translation 

reordering process is a pattern according to 

which a linguistic element that may be an 

adjective, adverb, etc. is removed or reduced 

in translation due to its redundancy or 

unimportance. This omission or reduction 

should not be in such a way that damages the 

meaning of the text. 

شَکَکتُ بأنَّ      ورّماً  س ح متحی  ش ا »وّ هُتّ یداهمنی ب

 . (Jerjis, 2019: 50) خَب ثاً یّنامُ فی مؤُخ حةٍ رأسی«

Literal translation: «  دستتتتت از ستتتترم

شک کردم  توموری بدخیم  شت ، آنقدر که  برنمیدا

«.ها در پس سرم مانده باشدمدر  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation: «   دست از سرم

شت، آن قدر که شک کردم  توموری در پس  برنمیدا

«ام جا خوش کرده باشدکله  (Jerjis, 2021: 53). 

The representation of the term " ًوَر یییاً ثبینیییا" 

was investigated. In the translation of the 

term, the translator tries to omit the adjective 

 meaning “malignant” from the ,”ثییییبییییییییینییییاً “

translation structure considering the 

contextual and situational conditions. This 

omition is done as the translator feels it is 

redundant or unimportant in the target text. In 

this process, the translator weakens the 
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impact of the linguistic form of the specific 

phrase, and this makes the translator capable 

of removing or reducing that phrase (Malone, 

1979: 78). Having this in mind, the translator 

weakens the linguistic function of the 

adjective "malignant" and omits it from the 

translation of "malignant tumor", because by 

omiting the adjective, the same meaning and 

semantic format is transferred to the target 

language. This omition or reduction is a 

manifestation of the use of the reduction 

system in translation reordering process. 

ضعتُ أمامهُ    امجتازح الأمم ح بامنَّقشح  سّمّ م  َ و »إبتَ

«اممهکی  (Jerjis, 2019: 135) . 

Literal translation: « خندید وقتی پاستتسورر

«. قرمز رنگ را با طرح پادشاهی جلویش گذاشتم  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:   لتتبتتختتنتتدی

تحویلم داد وقتی پاستتتسورر را با طرح پادشتتتاهی 

 .(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 141) جلویش گذاشتم

In this example we can see that the translator 

uses reduction system. The translator ignores 

the adjective "  الأحّا", meaning “red” in the 

translation of the language phrase "   الییییِییییوا

 meaning ,”الِوا “ and only translates "الأحّا  

"passport". The translator uses his freedom in 

translation, reduces the influencing function 

of the adjective, and removes it in the 

translation. Since this reduction does not 

harm the original meaning, it makes the 

translator free to remove the adjective “red”. 

This is because even by omiting the 

adjective, the same meaning implied by 

"passport", will be transferred to the 

audience. This type of reduction and omition 

is a manifestation of the use of the reduction 

system in translation process. 

5.4. Repacking: Diffusion and 

condensation 
The last discussion in Malone's linguistic 

pattern is the repacking process. Repacking 

or recategorization is divided into diffusion 

and condensation. The difference between 

the two principles and the amplification and 

reduction principles is in the linguistic 

conditions of these principles in the 

translation; That is, in linguistic principles, 

amplification or reduction is possible only by 

adding or reducing one or more adjectives, 

adverbs, etc. from the translation, but in the 

diffusion and condensation, the translator 

pays attention to the structure of sentence. 

5.4.1. Diffusion 
Diffusion or dissemination is making the text 

longer. The lengthening can be done in the 

sentence structure of the text by changing the 

style to have the maximum emotional and 

psychological impact of the meaning of the 

text on the audience. 

»راحّ امنهارُ امسررابشُ مش  تمتزٍ ینتصررفُ. امشررمسُ 

«تعذیبُ الإسفهتّ  (Jerjis, 2019: 139) . 

Literal translation:   تاب روز هفتم تموز »آف

میرفت به نهایت برستتد. تابش آفتاب آستتفالت را 

«.کردآب می  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  آفتتتتتاب روز

هفتم تموز میرفت به ستتقف آستتمان ببستتبد. تفَّ 

لت را آب می      فا تاب آستتت کردآف  (Hezbaizadeh, 

1400: 145). 
The translation of the verb “ة صف ”, meaning 

“reaches the half of” in this sentence was 

explored. Since the literal translation of the 

verb cannot have the maximum emotional 

impact on the audience, by changing the 

stylistic structure of the verb, the translator 

tries to reorder the translation to make it 

suitable for the contextual and situational 

conditions of the target text. Considering the 

intensity of the heat of the sun on the seventh 

day of Tamuz (Persian fourth month of the 

year), the translator uses “diffusion of verbal 

structure”. Therefore, using the diffusion 

pattern and saying “sticking to the ceiling of 

the sky” instead of “reaching half of the sky”, 

the translator shows certain aspects of the 

emotional impact to the audience. 

5.4.2. Condensation 
Condensation or compression is one of 

Malone's linguistic repacking principle. The 
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purpose of using such a principle in 

translation is removing or integrating some 

parts of the original text I that makes a 

sentence complicated or this sentence 

structure is problematic in terms of 

ideological issues. It should be remembered 

that in the following examples, what seems 

important is the insufficiency and inability of 

the literal translation in conveying the 

meaning taking into account the emotional 

load of sentences. Therefore, if the translator 

cannot show the specific features and 

privileges of the sentences by other ways of 

choosing equivalence, he cans condences the 

expression in question. The translator’s aim 

of using condensation is conveying the true 

meaning, considering the emotional load of 

the expression. Considering such a 

description in the following examples, the 

usage of condensation principle in the 

translation process would be significant. 

»رّشررَّقتَنی بکهما ش عتبح إضرراف ّ ٍ   مشما زرّعتعه فی 

«   هقٍ غ  َ مبُ حرٍصدرحها مش  (Jerjis, 2019: 132) . 

Literal translation:    مرا با کلمار ملال آور«

شکایت کرد  که چرا بیجهت نگرانش  زیادی گله و 

«.کردم   

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  باز هم رگباری

گله و شکایت نصیبم کرد   که چرا بیجهت نگرانش 

 .(Hezbaizadeh, 1400: 135) کردم

Looking at the translation of "   رشیییی  ة   یوّا

 one can see that the translator ,"ل ب  إضییییییاعیةّ

uses condensation due to the formal 

complexity of the sentence, its prolixity, and 

inappropriateness of literal translation. He 

uses “” (again, he granted me a barrage of 

complaints) instead of “   ا کوّا  سیییییا  د کةة 

 repeatedly scolded me with) ” یاراً  اا گولا کاد

reproachful words) to convey the true 

meaning of the source text to target language. 

Such simplification shows is in line with the 

usage of condensation in the translation 

process. The application of condensation 

principle in the structure of the translated 

text, in addition to the simplifying the 

structure that makes the sentence more 

understandable, makes clear the literary, 

emotional, and aesthetic aspects of the text. 

 

صترٍ بطابتقح یحملع     شع ّد  فت َها آیذاک ثلاث ع  ع «

هتش، ثعم     امنقشّ »ص ح« و ک اجٌ کب  ٌ مش  الإسررف

«مُدّ  ب  َ أضررلاعشها أیاب بُ یف ش عملا  ح  (Jerjis, 

2019: 190) . 

Literal translation: «  سه کاخ آجری آن زمان 

با نشان  »ص ح« با پارکینگ بزرگ آسفالت شده در   

ی نفت بزرگی از هالولهآن بنیان نهاده شتتد. بعد هم 

«.رویش کشیده شد  

Hezbaizadeh’s translation:  آن زمان ستته

کاخ آجری با   نشتتتان »ص ح« در آن عَلَم شتتتد با  

های نفت پارکینگ بزرگ آسفالت شده. بعد هم لوله  

یده   شتتتدبزرگی از رویش کشتتت  (Hezbaizadeh, 

1400: 200). 

In this sentence we can see the use of the sign 

 As the translation exactly shows, the .”ص ح“

two letters are the first letters of the Iraqi 

dictator “ صیییییی ا  ح ییییییی”. The analysis of the 

sentence shows that the source text author 

condenses the political terms in the original 

text in order to avoid the harassment and 

pressure from the leaders and mercenaries of 

the ruling system. The writer uses ambiguous 

style and vague words for expressing 

challenging ideas (Al-Qasi, 2008: 125). The 

ambiguity and concealment of the linguistic 

expressions have taken because of the 

political considerations and anomalies of the 

current social system. Accordingly, the 

translator as well tries to translate the stylistic 

and emotional structure of the text by 

considering this aspect of the original text. 

Transferring “ص ح” in the translation process 

shows the usage the condensation principle. 

6. Discussion and conclusion 
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Examining all case studies according to 

Malone's linguistic ideas, the study reached 

the following results: 

1. To Joseph Malone translation is based on 

linguistic issues and the relationship between 

translation and linguistics is mutual. That is, 

in translation process, examining the 

contextual and situational issues of the text 

(linguistic, situational, aesthetic, stylistic and 

emotional conditions) are of great 

significance. Malone through evaluating the 

contextual and situational issues of text in 

translation process proposes the pattern of 

reordering or reordering of linguistic terms. 

The importance of this pattern in examining 

the textual structures of translation can be 

viewed from two perspectives. First, 

reordering is a means of optimizing 

understanding the text (directing the 

audience's attention towards understanding 

the real meaning from among several 

meanings). Second, reordering shows the 

reordering specific aspects of narrative and 

stylistic issues. Malone mentions four 

specific systems for the reordering pattern: 

Matching, zigzagging, recrescence and 

repacking. 

2. A narration that can be used for exploring 

Malone's reordering pattern can be measured 

is the translation of Azher Jerjis’ Sleeping in 

the Cherry Field. The novel is a full 

representation of the civil and religious 

protest of its author to the social, situational, 

and emotional conditions of the dominant 

contemporary ruling system of Iraq. 

Examining such conditions using Malone's 

linguistic systems can show distinct and 

specific aspects of narrations. 

3. Since only a few studies have been done on 

the centrality of Malone's reordering pattern, 

and all the studies have taken descriptive 

aproaches, this study can be considered 

unique as it explored the analytical 

application of Malone's linguistic 

components to the novel Sleeping in the 

Cherry Field. This research tried to 

correspond each of the linguistic elements of 

the verbal speeches with the linguistic and 

cultural conditions of the target language to 

see their accordance with the components of 

Malone's approach. Through this, the study 

concludes that considering the linguistic and 

cultural conditions of the target language, the 

translator has been successful in making a 

relative balance among language 

expressions. Taking the analysis into 

account, the specificity of this research would 

be clear when compared to other researches 

in linguistics and translation studies. 

4. Regarding the principle of correspondence 

of matching, two practical systems of 

"equation and substitution" can be seen. The 

translator has tried to homogenize cultural 

and linguistic terms according to the two 

systems. These two methods are the most 

frequent for finding equivalence for linguistic 

terms. The translator’s effort in equalizing 

and substituting linguistic terms has been the 

symbolic transfer of linguistic terms from 

source language to the target language. He 

has paid attention to the common features and 

cultural closeness in the transferring process. 

5. Reviewing zigzagging process, one can 

say that the translator was after making a 

translation based on linguistic divergence and 

convergence. This method is a kind of 

reversibility and making a mutual 

translational connection between both the 

source and the target language. Regarding the 

divergence and convergence systems, 

exploring situational, linguistic, stylistic, and 

emotional aspects of narratives as well as 

ironic issues are of great importance. The 

translator has tried to show the semantic 

closeness of narrative or ironic issues in 

mutual translational connection. 

6. Disambiguating the principles of 

Recrescence with the application systems of 

"amplification or reduction" and the 

regrouping principle of "dispersion and 

condensation" systems has not been an easy 

task in the translation process, since the 

addition and reduction of language phrases 

and structure in the translation process, 

compared to the original text, have been 

highly dependent on the context and the 

translator’s skill. The translation has paid 

special attention to the superiority of specific 
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aspects of linguistic features while using the 

two principles in the translation of examples 

in question. That is, in the above examples, 

the translator has tried to, depending on the 

linguistic and situational conditions of the 

target culture, transfer specific aspects of a 

linguistic terms in the form of a linguistic 

statement or a verbal phrase by adding or 

reducing in the target text. 
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